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Dipartimento di Matematica dell'Universitdl di Genova, Via L. B. Alberti 4, 16132 
Genova, Italy 
To every ideal I in the polynomial ring A,=k[X~ . . . . .  X,,] new invariants are attached, such 
as the Grfbner Fan F(1), the Gr6bner region G(1) and the set ATO(I) of the almost 
term-orderings of L i.e. orderings which "'behave like" term-orderings with respect to L These 
invariants arise by considering the reduced Gr6bner bases of I with respect to all the 
term-orderings. Moreover F(1), G(1), ATO(1) can be got in a constructive way, as we show 
by producing a suitable algorithm which computes them. 
Introduction 
The starting point of this paper was the hope of understanding the effect of changing 
orderings to the computation of Gr6bner bases of ideals in the polynomial ring. So far 
this question was not very much considered in the literature (see for instance Kollreider, 
1978) and also current implemented algorithms which produce Gr6bner bases allow the 
user tO dispose of a very limited choice of orderings. 
In this context we are referring to total orderings on T A, the monoid of terms in the 
polynomial ring A ,= k[X~ . . . . .  X,,], which are compatible with the product; since ira is 
isomorphic to N" via the canonical map log, which associates to every term .,Y~... X,~,, 
the n-tuple of exponents (al . . . . .  a,,), the study of these orderings can be done in N". 
Every compatible ordering on N" uniquely extends to a compatible ordering on 7/, and 
Qn and the solution to the problem of describing them was given in Robbiano (1985) (see 
also Robbiano, 1986) by means of suitable orthogonal real matrices. 
Although this result was not essentially new (see for instance Trevisan (1953) for an 
abstract solution and Kolchin (1973) for a suggested vectorial approach) and very 
elementary, it became the initial step of new research, including the investigations 
performed in this paper. 
As a natural extension of total orderings, we introduce in the first section the notion 
of ordering of linear type. These (partial) orderings are described by arrays of real vectors, 
while the class of partial orderings is much wider (see for instance Dress & Schiffels, 
1987). 
The first section deals with the problem of checking whether two arrays of real vectors 
give rise to the same ordering: this goal is achieved by Theorem 1.6. 
The use of vectors turns out to be suitable to express concepts as refinement of 
orderings; moreover, since to every ordering a half-line in ~" is canonically associated, 
namely the half-line of vectors which can be taken as first vectors of the ordering itself, 
to every set of orderings we may associate a cone in R". 
Section 2 begins with the description of a suitable polyhedral cone associated to all the 
orderings for which a fixed finite set of vectors is positive (see Theorem 2.1). 
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Polyhedral cones become then the main tool and the first main result is Theorem 2.5, 
which essentially asserts that if we are given an ideal I in A .'= k[X~ . . . . .  X,,], a term-order- 
ing a and the reduced Gr6bner basis G of I with respect o a, then the set of orderings 
~: with M~(I) = M,(1) is the set of orderings uch that the behaviour of T and a with 
respect o G is in some sense the same. Moreover all the term-orderings in this set yield 
the same reduced GrSbner basis, and all the orderings in this set have this reduced 
Gr6bner basis as a standard set for which the Buchberger eduction procedure is 
noetherian and confluent. 
Since the set Mon+(I)  of monomial ideals which are maximal monomial ideals of I 
with respect o term-orderings is finite (we present here a simple proof of this fact due to 
A. Logar) (see 2.6), we can use Theorem 2.5 to describe a set F(I) of polyhedral cones, 
which are in correspondence with Mon§ It turns out that F(I) is a fan (see the 
description given in Theorems 2.7 and 4.3) and it is termed the Gr6bner Fan of L The 
union G(I) of these cones is termed the Gr6bner region of L 
The polyhedral cone decomposition is related to the polytopes independently studied in 
Bayer & Morrison (1986). 
Section 3 is a technical interlude, which treats the homogenisation of vectors and 
extension of orderings from Z" to Z "+ ~; these tools are used to study the behaviour of  
GrSbner bases and of reduced Grfbner bases with respect o the homogenisation process 
of ideals. 
The results of this section (in particular 3.10) allow to see what happens also to those 
orderings whose associated half-line is outside G(1) (see Theorem 4.3) and it turns out 
that suitable polyhedral cones can be defined, which unfortunately depend on the choice 
of the homogenisation process. 
This is the content of section 4, while in section 5 we focus our attention on the 
description of G(I) and we show that it describes the set of orderings, which behave with 
respect o I as term-orderings; we also show, by exhibiting suitable examples, that G(I) 
can be bigger than (R") + and in the case of ideals which are homogeneous with respect 
to positive weights of the indeterminates it coincides with ~". 
The final section describes a prototype of a "Buchberger parallel algorithm", which 
yields the Gr6bner Fan and all the reduced Gr6bner bases of a given ideal I. 
Therefore our results are strongly related with the concept of "universal Gr6bner 
bases" independently studied in Schwartz (1986), Schemmel (1987) and Weispfenning 
(1987). 
Our research shows that given a problem about the polynomial ring, which can be 
solved by means of a Gr6bner basis computation, there exists a "shortest" reduced 
Gr6bner basis which solves the problem and which can be got constructively. At present 
we do not have criteria for determining a priori such shortest path in the computational 
tree, but we hope that our work can serve as a good basis for such investigation. 
Finally, we want to remark that this paper can be viewed both as a theoretic study in 
Commutative Algebra, since it presents new invariants of ideals, and as a background for 
further development in algorithmic theory of the polynomial ring. 
1. Orderings 
Let us start by recalling that by a partial or non strict ordering on an abelian group G 
we always mean a partial ordering which is compatible with the group structure and such 
that {v~G/v >0} spans G. 
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Now we borrow some terminology and some results from Robbiano (1985). I f  v e N", 
we denote by d(v) the dimension of the Q-subvectorspace of 11~ spanned by the coordi-  
nates of v and we call it the rational dimension of v. Let now V be a Q-subvectorspace of
Q", such that dim(V) = d, and denote by Va:= V | ~. Let u = (zq . . . . .  u,) be an array 
of vectors in VR and denote by d~,=d(u~); let {2i~ . . . . .  2;u~} be a basis of the Q- 
vectorspace generated by the coordinates of u,., i = 1 . . .  s; then there exists a uniquely 
determined set of vectors u~e V so that 
U i -= Z )~iiUii where uue V, 2~jsN. 
DEFINITION 1. 
(a) The array u = (ut . . . . .  u,) is said to be an array of rationally bulependent vectors 
if the 2; d~-tuple (uj~ . . . . .  u,a,, u,~ . . . . .  u2,r . . . . .  u.%) is an array of  linearly inde- 
pendent vectors over Q. 
(b) The set {ul . . . . .  u,} is said to be a set of rational generators of V if {t@ is a set 
of generators of V over Q. 
(c) The array u = (u~ . . . . .  u.,) is said to be a rational basis of V if the 57 d~-tuple 
(tql . . . . .  tqa,, u21 . . . . .  u2,12 . . . . .  u.~,~) is a basis of V over Q. 
(d) As a generalisation of the case s = 1, the dimension of the Q-vectorspace spanned 
by (u~ . . . . .  tqa,, u2j . . . . .  u,.a, . . . . .  u,,t~) is termed the rational dimension of  u. 
(e) In general we denote by We(u) or simply by W(u) the Q-subvectorspace of  V 
generated by the u~/s, hence We(u ) is rationally generated by {u}. 
REMARK. It is clear that the notions given in Definition 1 are independent of the choice 
of {,~,~}. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let  u = (tq . . . . .  u~) be as before; then 
(1) {u~ . . . . .  u,} is a set o f  rational generators o f  V i f f  
(*) ueV and u .u j  . . . . .  u.u , .=O~u=O 
(2) (ul . . . . .  u O is' a rational basis o f  V if/" (*) holds and ~ d(u~) = d. 
PROOF. Easy exercise. [] 
REMARK 1. We must be careful about Definition I. Namely we cannot substitute "the 
2; d,.-tuple (u~j . . . . .  ula~, u21 . . . . .  u,_a, . . . .  , u.,a) is an array of linearly independent vec- 
tors over Q"  with "the set {us~ } is a set of linearly independent vectors over Q"  as the 
following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let ul,=(l,xm/~,x//2); ua.=(0, x , /2 ,~/2+l  ). Then u ,=( l ,0 ,0 )+ 
x/~(0, l, 1); u2 = (0, 0, l) + x/2(0, l, 1), hence d~ = d2 = 2, d~ + dz > 3 and u.=(u~, u.,) has 
not to be considered as a rational basis of Q3. 
REMARK 2. Given an array u = (zq . . . . .  u.0 of vectors of V~, after selecting s bases 
{2il . . . . .  ),,a~} i = 1 . . .  s of the Q-vectorspaces spanned by the coordinates of  the u,.'s, we 
may get as before an array (u~ . . . . .  Ul,h, u2~ . . . . .  u2a2 , . . . ,  u,,~,) of vectors of V. 
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From that, we may start a procedure which eliminates a vector if it is linearly 
dependent with the preceding ones. When this operation is performed, we drop u~ if every 
vector u 0 was eliminated and we substitute u; = E i 2,.ju0., j = 1 . . .  d.,. with vt .'= 2 2,.ju o. where 
the sum is taken over the indexes j ' s  such that u o. survived. The new array (v~ . . . . .  v,), 
where t <~ s, is an array of  rationally independent vectors. Moreover we remark that Ul = Vl. 
DEFINITION 2. We say that the described procedure, which takes an array u of vectors of  
Va and produces an array v of rationally independent vectors, simplifies u to v or that v 
is a simplification of u. 
We say that an array u is essential if the procedure does not kill any vector of u. 
An essential array is not necessarily an array of rationally independent vectors as 
Example 1 shows. 
COROLLARY 1.2. I f  U = (Uj . . . . .  U,) is an array of  rationally independent vectors of Vn, 
then uj . . . . .  u,. are linearly independent over ~. 
PROOF. We choose 2,7 and u(j as we did before and we denote by U the Q-vectorspace 
spanned by the u0's. Then the set {%} is a basis of U, hence a basis of UR; let Z 2tu ,. = 0; 
then Y, 2];ouii = 0, whence ~;2,: i = 0; in conclusion ,t; = 0, i = 1 . . .  s. [] 
Let now u = (u l , . . . ,  us) be an essential array of vectors in VR and consider the map 
degu: V .> IR" 
v . . . .  ~(v. u l , . . . , v ,  u~.) 
which is called the "u-(multi)-degree map". 
If we endow N" with the ordering lex (i.e. (a~ . . . . .  a~) > 0 iff the first nonzero a~ from 
the left is positive), then we get an ordering on V, which we denote by oral(u) and which 
is in general partial; however 
COROLLARY 1.3. Given an essential array u = (u~ . . . . .  u,) of  vectors in VR, the following 
conditions are equivalent 
(a) ord(u) is a total ordering 
(b) {Ul . . . . .  u~} is a rational set o f  generators o f  V. 
PROOF. It follows immediately from Proposition 1.1. [] 
DEFINITION 3. We denote by A(V) the set of arrays of essential vectors of Vn, by Agen(V) 
the subset of arrays whose underlying set is a set of rational generators. 
We denote by A~,d(V) the set of arrays of rationally independent vectors of Vn, by 
Au,,~(V) the set of arrays of rational bases of V. We denote by simp the maps 
sirnp: A(V) , Aind(V ) and simp: Agen(V ) ) Auas(]V) 
which were described in Definition 2. We denote by O(V) the set of partial orderings o- 
on V such that there exists u ~A(V) and o- = ord(u). Such orderings are called orderings 
o f  linear type. We denote by ord the maps 
A(V) . . . .  > O(V); At,,d(V) ----* O(V); Ag~,(g) > O(V); Ab,~(V) > O(V), 
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which were described by Corol lary 1.3 and the preceding discussion, and by Otot(V) the 
set of total orderings on V. 
LEMMA 1.4. 
(a) The maps simp: A(V) ~ Ai.d(V) and simp: Ag~.(V) , Abas(V ) are surjeetive. 
(b) Otot(V) = ord(Agen (V ) )  = ord(Abas(V)). ]t7 particular for every total ordering a on V 
there exists u such that a = ord(u) i.e. vj < v2 in a iff deg.(vl) < deg.(v2) in the lex 
ordering. 
(c) I f  u=(u l  . . . . .  u,) and v=(v~ . . . .  , v,) are in A(V) and ord(u) =ord(v) ,  then there 
exists 2~+ such that u I = 2vj. 
PROOF. 
(a) is clear. 
(b) This is a consequence of Robbiano (1985). 
(c) Assume the contrary: then there exists a rational vector u such that u.  u~ >1 0 and 
u. v~ < 0, hence ord(u) r ord(v), a contradiction. [] 
DEFINITION 4. I f  U = (U~ . . . . .  U,) is an array of (essential) vectors of Vr and ord(u) = 
we say that u is a representation of a. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Associated with every orderh~g of linear type er, there is a half-line L(a), 
which is characterized by: 
Jor every representation u = (ul . . . . .  u.~) of a, L(~) is spanned by ul. 
PROOF. It follows from Lemma 1.4. [] 
THEOREM 1.6. Let u = (ul . . . . .  u.,.) and v = (vl . . . . .  v,) be elements of A(V)  i.e. arrays of  
essential vectors of V•; let W~_ ~ be the O-subspace of V of  vectors orthogonal to 
(ul . . . . .  ui ~) (h~ particular Wo = V), let (W i_ l)r denote W i_ 1 | R, and let pri be the 
orthogonal projection from Vn to (Wi_ i)~, i = 1 . . .  s. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent 
(a) ord(u) = ord(v) 
(b) s = t and there exist positive real numbers 2, such that pr~(ui)= 2iprt(v~) for  
i=1  . . . s .  
PROOF. (b) ~ (a) This follows from the definition of ord. 
(a) ~ (b) i = 1 is the case treated by Lemma 1.4(c). So we may assume that 
pr/(u/) = 2jpr:(vi) for j = 1 . . .  i - -1 .  By assumption ord(u) and ord(v) induce the same 
ordering on W; which we denote by ord,.. 
u and v being essential, if we think of ord/as induced by ord(u) it can be represented 
by an array with first vector pri(ui) while if we think of  ordi as induced by ord(v) it can 
be represented by an array with first vector pr~(v~). By Lemma 1.4 we get pr~(ui) = 2~pr~(vi) 
and the conclusion follows. [] 
COROLLARY-DEF IN IT ION 1.7. 
(a) Let a be an ordering of l#~ear type on V and let cr = ord(u). Then W•(u) (see 
Definition l(e)) is independent of the representation of a; it will be denoted by W•(a) 
or simply W(a). 
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(b) There is a canonical map O(V)~ {Subspaces of V}, whose constant value on 
Ot~,~(V) is' V. 
PROOF. 
(a) Let W = {w e V/deg, w -~ 0} and W' = {w s V/deg, w = 0}, where 
r = ord(u) = oral(v). It is then clear that W = W', while it is also clear that We(u) 
is the orthogonal complement of  W and WQ(v) the one of W'. The conclusion 
follows. 
(b) Of  course the map is defined by sending o- to W~(~r) and if a is total, a = ord(u), 
then We(a) = V by Corol lary 1.3. [] 
We now denote by A(d) the quotient set of vectors of rational dimension d modulo the 
equivalence relation given by: v ~ v'  iff there exists 2~R + with v' --- 2v. 
THEOREM 1.8. I f  V is a subgroup o f  ~-" of  rank d (or a subvectorspace of  Q ~ of dimension 
d), a partial ordering < of linear type on V is given by the following data: 
the type, i.e. an integer s with 1 <~ s <~ d, 
the partition type oJ" <, i.e. an array (d t . . . . .  d~) of  natural numbers such that 2 d~ <~ d, 
an element (ul . . . . .  ~.~)eA(di) x . . .  x A(d.~,) such that for every i = 1 . . . s  i f  W i_ 1 
denotes the subgroup of 2" (or the subveetorspaee of  Q") of  the vectors orthogonal to 
(ul . . . .  , u i - i ) ,  then u ie(Wi_  t)~ 
Moreover every total order#lg is given as before, with Z d~ = d. 
PROOF. It follows from 1.6 and Robbiano (1985). [] 
COROLLARY 1.9. I f  a is an ordering on V of type s and partition type (d~ . . . . .  dr,) and 
u = (u~, . . . ,  ur) is an essential array of  vectors of  Va representing o', then 
(a) r = s 
(b) d(u,) >1 d Jo r  i = t . . .  s 
I f  moreover u is an array of  rationally independent vectors representing a, then d(u) = d r 
for i=  l . .  .s. 
PROOF. 
(a) fol lows f rom Theorem 1.6 and Theorem 1,8. 
(b) Using the same notations as before, by Theorem 1.8 it is sufficient to show that 
d(ui) >i d(prj(u~)). But (Wi_ m)u is generated by Wi_ i hence it has an orthononnal  
basis o f  rational vectors; the elementary formula for projections gives the desired 
inequality, Given u=(u~, . . . ,u~. )  essential, we get li=(~71 . . . .  ,~7~.) where 
~i =pr~(ui), and clearly a = ord(u)=ord(6) ;  moreover the part it ion type of a is 
(d(~71) . . . . .  d(~7,.)) by Theorem 1.8. Therefore if u is an array of  rationally indepen- 
dent vectors representing a, then Z d(u~) = Y~ d(t~) = 57 di. Combin ing with (b) we 
get the conclusion. [] 
DEFINITION 5. I f  U = (U~, . , . ,  U~.) and v = (v~ . . . . .  v,) are two arrays of vectors o f  V, we 
get the new ordering ord(u, v) = ord(simp(u, v)), where of course (u, v) denotes the array 
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(uz . . . . .  u~, v~ . . . . .  v,). Sometimes ord(u, v) is referred to as "'the refinement of oral(u) 
obtained with ord(v)" (compare with Bayer & Stillman, 1985). 
REMARK. A partial ordering defined by a single vector in V~ is what is usually termed 
a degree. For instance if revlex denotes the reverse lexicographic total ordering on Q", 
then 
reflex =ord( -e , ,  -e , , _ ,  . . . . .  --el) where (e~, e2 . . . .  , e,,) is the canonical basis. I f  
we refine the degree w =(1,  1 . . . . .  1) with reflex, we get o rd(w, -e , , -e , , _ ,  . . . . .  
-e2.  -e0  = ord(w, -e,,, -e , ,_  l, 9 .. , -e=). 
COROLLARY 1.10. Every partial ordering of linear type on V can be refined to a total 
ordering. Moreover this can be done by refining with an array o f  vectors in V. 
PROOF. Let a =ord(u) be a partial ordering of linear type on Vi Then let 
f = (J],J2 . . . . .  f t )  be a basis of V as a Q-vectorspace and simply consider ord(u, f). [] 
2. Cones of Orderings and the Restricted Gr6bner Fan 
Henceforth we are going to use freely some notions and results from the theory of 
polyhedral cones (see for instance Kuhn & Tucker, 1956). With (w~ . . . . .  wr) we denote 
the polyhedral cone {Erfwl /r ieN +} spanned by W I . . . . .  W r and with (wl . . . .  , wr)* 
~= {v ~ N"/v. w~ I> 0 for all i} the polar of (wl . . . . .  w,.); we recall that, if V is a polyhedral 
cone, its vertex is the maximal subspace of R" contained in V. Let now V be as before a 
subvectorspace of Q" of dimension d. I f  a is an ordering of linear type of V then the 
half-line L(a) is well defined by Corollary 1.5. This leads to the following: 
DEFINITION 1. If S ----- O(V), then the associated cone to S is the subset C(S) of Va of 
all the half-lines L(a), aeS .  
DEFINITION 2. If  E _~ V, the set of  partial orderings of linear type (resp. total orderings) 
positive on E is denoted by O(+,  E) (resp. Otot(+, E)). If V = Q", then Otot(+, N") is 
termed "the set of term-orderings". 
THEOREM 2.l. Let E:={w, . . . .  , wr} be a finite subset of V; let E* ,=(E)*  (i.e. 
E* = {vsV/v .  wf t> 0, i = 1 . . .  i"}); let (E*) ~ be the interior of  E*. Then 
(a) (E*) ~ _ C(O(+,  E)) _= E* 
(b) I f  dim(E*) < d then O( +,  E)  = 0 
(c) I f  dim(E*) = d then C(O( +,  E)) = E* 
(d) Let a = ord(u) u = (u 1 . . . . .  u,). Then cr~O(+,  E) .~.E ~ i - ,u~(E . )O  for  every 
small t > O. 
PROOF. 
(a) The first inclusion follows from the fact that (E*) ~ = {v~ V/v.  wj > O, i = 1 . . .  r}, 
while the second one is obvious. 
(b) It is known that 
dim(E*) < d <a-dim(Vertex of (E ) )  > 0 
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hence there exists a non zero r-tuple (al, 9 9 9 a~) of non negative rational numbers 
such that Za~w~=0. If ~eO(+,E)  then w~>0 in cr for every i, hence 
0 = E a~w~ > 0 in a, a contradiction. 
(c) If  d im(E* )= d, then (E*)~ ~ O hence C(O(+,  E ) ) r  O by a). Therefore it is 
sufficient o show that 
O( +,  E) -r O ~ C(O( +,  E)) = E*. 
After a) it is sufficient to show that if vsE* \ (E* )  ~ then veC(O(+,  E)). Let 
0 ~ veE* \ (E* )  ~ then v belongs to a proper face of E*, hence there exists a non 
empty subset F---{w I. . . . .  w,} of E such that v .w~=0i=l . . . s ,  and' 
v. wz > 0 i = s + 1 . . .  r. Being O( +,  E) non empty, it follows that also O( +, F) is 
non empty. Let us denote by W the orthogonal to the subvectorspace g nerated by 
v; then F ___ W and every ordering z in O(+,  F) induces an ordering Z[w on HI, 
which is positive on F. Let w' = (wf, . . . . .  w;,) represent one of these orderings z [w 
on IV. Then c = ord(v, w ' )eO(+,  E) hence veC(O(+,  E)). 
(d) ~eO(  +, E) r > 0 in the lex order, i = 1 . . .  r.c~w~. Y. J - lu j  is positive 
for ~ small and positive, i = 1 . . .  r r  e~- lugs(E*)~ [] 
REMARK. Let ~rEO(V) and let u= (u I . . . . .  Us) represent ~r. I f  ul~(E*) ~ then we have 
seen that c rsO(+,E) ,  while of course not all of the orderings z such that 
L(z) ~ E* \ (E*)  ~ are in O( +,  E), as the following example shows: Let V = R 2, E = {el}; 
then E* = {(x, y ) /x  >10}; hence C(O( +,  E)) = E*. Consider the orderings ~ = ord(e2, e l )  , 
/~ = ord(e2, -e~). It is then clear that ~sO(+,  E), while f lr  + ,  E). 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let E = {w~ . . . . .  ws} ~- ~" and suppose that there exists a term-order- 
ing which is positive on E. Then there is an infinite set of  n-tuples q = (ql . . . . .  q,,) in (N+)" 
such that q . w~ > O, i = l . . . s. 
PROOF. The assumption means that O( +,  E ~ N") v a 0;  but O( +,  E u N") = O( +,  E ' )  
where E ' ,=E u {el . . . . .  e,} (el . . . . .  e,, is the canonical basis of 7/',). By Theorem 2.1, 
dim(E')* = n and of course (E ' ) *n  (N+)" is infinite. [] 
Now we are ready to apply the above developed machinery to the polynomial rings. So 
let A ,=k[X~ . . . . .  X,,], T,~ ,=the set of terms of A (i.e. commutative words in X1 . . . . .  X,). 
The map 
log: T A , N" _ 7/" defined by log(X?, . . .  X~,"),= (a~ . . . . .  a,) 
is an isomorphism of monoids and allows us to transfer from 7]" to TA (hence to A) all 
the terminology and the results obtained so far. For instance, we draw from 2.2 the 
following consequences: If a is a term-ordering positive on a finite set E, then there are 
infinitely many n-tuples of weights (q~ . . . . .  q,,)~(N+)" such that the degrees of the 
elements o f  E, computed with respect to the weights q~ . . . .  , q,, o f  the variables X~ . . . . .  X,, 
are positive. Moreover we can talk about cones of orderings, multidegrees, term-orderings 
on T.~ or on A. Given a polynomial f=Ec( f ,m)meA (m~TA),  we denote by 
Supp( f )  ,= {m/c( f ,  m) v~ 0}. I f  cr is an ordering of linear type on T A and 0 ~f~A then 
M~(f )  = Z e(f ,  m)m where the sum is taken over those m's such that c(f, m) ~ 0 and 
m < ~ m'  does not hold for every m'  with c(f, m') ~a 0. If  a is a total ordering, of  course 
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M~(f)  is a single monomial .  I f  I is an ideal, M~(I) denotes the ideal generated by 
{M~(f) / fe I}.  
DEFINITION 3. Let I _ A be an ideal and let aeO(7/").  A finite set {f~ . . . . .  ft} -~ I - {0} 
is termed a a-standard set of I if {M,( f i )  . . . . .  M~(fi)} generates M,,(I). I f  a is a 
term-ordering then a a-standard set is usually termed a a -Gr6bner  basis and it is easy to 
prove that it is also a basis of I (see for instance M611er & Mora,  1986). 
PROPOSITION-DEFINITION 2.3. I f  a is a term-ordering, then there exists a unique set 
{f, . . . . .  fi} _~ I -{0}  such that 
(a) f. = mt + Rj, m~ ~ T,~ for every i
(b) {ml . . . . .  mr} minimally generates M~(I) 
(c) mi = M~(fi) 
(d) Supp(R,.) c~ M~(I) = O. 
Such a Gr6bner basis is termed the reduced Gr6bner basis of w, r . t .a .  
PROOF. See Buchberger (1976b). [] 
REMARK. I f  a is not a term-ordering, bad things can happen. For  instance if 
A ,=k[X], cr ,=ord( -  1 ) , f ,=X - X 2, l ,=( f )  then for every g(X) with g(0) # 0 the set 
{gf} is a standard set of  I and it is also a basis iff g~k*. Moreover for every such g, if 
R(X) ,=gf -M~(gf ) ,  then there exists a >1 such that X"~Supp(R(X)); obviously 
X"eM,,(I), too. 
In the remaining part  of this section we deal only with total orderings (unless the 
contrary is specified), hence we use the following notations 
O ,= Otot(~") TO:= Otot(+ , N"). 
Let us start by discussing the following notion of reduction: Let f l  . . . . .  f ,  EA -- {0}, 
I ,=( f i  . . . . .  f.). Let ml . . . .  ,mr~T,~ be such that mi~Supp( f . ) i= l . . . r  and let 
c~,=c(f., mi). Assume that ~,,={a~O/M~(fi) = m~i = 1 . . .  r} ~ O and let g~A. We say 
that g reduces to h with respect to A ,= (f j  . . . . .  fr; ml . . . . .  mr), and we denote it by 
g- -A -oh ,  iff there exist t~Ta and i~{1 . . . . .  r} with t.m~r such that 
h =g - (1/G) . c(g, t. m~). t .fl. Let - -A  --** denote the transitive-reflexive closure o f  
- -A- -+;  we say that h~A is A-irreducible iff h- -A~*g  implies g=h;  we say that 
- -A- -+* is noetherian iff for each infinite sequence (go . . . . .  g, . . . .  ) with g i -1 - -A -o*  gi 
for every i, there exists N such that gt = g~v if i > N. We write 
RED( f i  . . . . .  fr; m~ . . . . .  mr; g) '= {h cA: h is A -irreducible and g - -  A ~*  h}. 
We explicitly remark that if a is a term-ordering and A '=( fb . . .  , f , ;  M~(fl) . . . . .  
M~(fi)), then - -A  --~ is the usual noetherian reduction relation introduced by Buchberger 
(1965) (see also Buchberger, 1970; 1976a) in connection with his Gr6bner basis al- 
gorithm; essentially the only difference is that we don't  require that a total ordering is 
imposed on T A. 
LEMMA 2.4. 
(a) I f  O~RED(f  I . . . . .  fi; ml . . . . .  mr; g), then g~I. 
(b) I f  f ~RED(fl ,  . . . .  fi; ml . . . . .  m A g), then Supp( f )  c~ (mr . . . . .  mr) = O. 
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(c) I f  X contains a term-ordering a, and we write ^ '=( / i  . . . . .  fAml  . . . . .  mr), then 
~A ~*  is noetherian. 
(d) I fX  contains a term-ordering a and {fl . . . . .  Jr} is a Gr6bner basis for I with respect 
to ~r, then for every g ~ A - {0 } there is a unique h ~ RED(f1, 9 9 ., J;; m l . . . .  , m~; g), 
which we will denote by red( f  t. . . . .  f r ;ml  . . . . .  m~;g). Moreover if g~I  then 
red(f l  . . . . .  f~; ml . . . . .  m~; g) = 0. 
(e) For each ordering ~ which is not a term-ordering, there are f l  . . . . .  fr such that, 
denoting ^  :=( f l  . . . . .  f~; M~(fl)  . . . . .  M:(f~)) then- -A- -**  is not noetherian. 
PROOF. (a) and (b) are clear. I f  Z contains a term-ordering a, then A = (f~ . . . . .  fr; 
Mo(fO . . . . .  M~(f~)) and- -A - - , *  is Buchberger's reduction relation. Hence (c) and (d) 
are well-known properties (cf. Buchberger, 1976b). (e) Namely there exists a term N, such 
that N< 1 in ~; then let r ,= l , f~ ,=N-N2,  g~,=N t for i~>1; then g i - -A -~g~+ l for 
all i. [] 
We can extend the usual Buchberger eduction algorithm to our notion; we remark 
that the resulting procedure can be guaranteed to halt returning an element in 
RED(f1 . . . . .  f~; ml . . . . .  mA g) if and only if ~A -+* is noetherian. 
DEFINITION 4. Let I be an ideal of A. We put 
Non( I )  ,= {m/m --- M~(I), ~ cO}, 
Mon+(I)  := {m/m = M~(I), a eTO}. 
Given a monomial ideal rn, we put 
O(I, m) ,= {~ eO/M.(I) = m} 
TO(/, m),= {tr eTO/M~(I)  = m}. 
Let now m~Mon+([ )  and aeTO( I ,  m). Let G =G(ty )= {gt . . . . .  g,} be the reduced 
Gr6bner basis of I with respect o ~r and let us write g,. = m~ + R~, with m~ = M~(g3. Then 
let DIFF(G)  ..= Ui =1 . . . .  I {log(m,.) -- log(t)/t e Supp(R~) }. 
THEOREM 2.5. 
(a) O(I, m) = O(+,  DIFF(G)). 
(b) For every z ~TO(I,  m), the reduced Gr6bner basis of I with respect to ~ is G. 
(c) For every z~O(I ,  m), G is a standard set of I with respect o ~, such that i f  we write 
A ,= (g~ . . . . .  g,; m~ . . . . .  m,), then ~ ix -~* is noetherian and for each g ~A, 
RED(g~ . . . . .  g,,; m~ . . . . .  m,,; g) contains a unique element. 
PROOF. 
(a) Let ~0( I ,  m), then Ms( I )=m;  now G is a Gr6bner basis of I, hence a basis; 
in particular gieI, i=  1 . . .n ,  hence M~(gi)eM~(I) =m and of course 
M~(g3eSupp(g3. Moreover G is a reduced Gr6bner basis of L hence 
m c~ Supp(g3 = {m;}. Therefore M~(gl)=mi, whence z eO(+,  DIFF(G)).  Con- 
versely let z~O(+,  DIFF(G)); then of course M~(gi)= mi; hence M~(I) 
(ml . . . . .  m,,) = M~(I) = m; on the other hand let g e I  be such that Ms(g)r By 
Lemma 2.4(d), RED(gt, 9 9 ,g,,; ml . . . . .  m,,; g) consists of a unique element 
red(g), and M~(red(g))=M~(g)r  But again by Lemma 2.4(d), red(g)=0,  a 
contradiction. Therefore Ms(I) = m. 
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(b) If z ~TO(I, m), then r sO( +,  DIFF(G)) by (a), hence G is also a Gr6bner basis of  
I with respect o v and then it is clearly the reduced Gr6bner basis. 
(c) That G be a standard set is obvious. The rest follows from (b) and 2.5(d). [] 
LEMMA 2.6. For every ideal I of  A, the set Mon+(1) is finite. 
PROOF. The result could be achieved as a consequence of M611er & Mora (I 984), but we 
present here an elementary proof which has been proposed to us by Alessandro Logar 
(Logar, 1986). Let (f~ . . . . .  f~) be a basis of I and assume that Mon+(I) is infinite; for 
each element m~Mon+(I)  we can choose a term-ordering z(m)~TO(/, m); let I;~= {z(m)/ 
msMon+(1)}. 
Since Supp(f~) is finite, there is an infinite subset Y.~ of E, and terms mi~Supp(f~), such 
that for each r~Zj,  M~(f3 =mr. Let m~,=(rnj . . . . .  mr and let us choose ver.~; either 
(f~ . . . . .  f.) is a Gr6bner basis of I with respect o v, or we find a non-zero polynomial 
f.+ teI, such that Supp(fr+ ~) n m~ =O.  In the latter case, reasoning as before, we see 
that there is an infinite subset 2a of E~, and a term mr+ ~Supp(f r  ~), such that for each 
~e:g2, M, ( f . )=m~,  for i=  1 . . .  r + 1. Also, m2.'=(m~ . . . . .  me+ t) = m~. Let us choose 
~a~Z~_ and apply the same argument as before. 
By noetherianity, after a finite number of steps, we get a set G,= (f~ . . . . .  f~), terms 
m;eSupp(f3 for i -- l . . .  s, and an infinite subset N' of ~ such that m~ = M~(f~) for all 
~e2' ,  and G is a Gr6bner basis for at least one geE' .  Since, for all ge l ; ' ,  
~O( +,  DIFF(G)), by Theorem 2.5, G is a Gr6bner basis for all ~ ~Y/, a contradiction. 
This result enables us to denote Mon+(1) by {rnl . . . .  , mr}. For every i = 1 . . .  r we 
can choose as before a term-ordering aleTO(/,m~), its reduced Gr6bner basis 
G~ = {gi~ . . . . .  go, i} where g~i = m~i + R~i, mij = M~,(go. ) and we denote by Di,= 
DIFF(G~) = Ui{log(m0)-log(t)/teSupp(Ro)}. We recall once more that D* means 
(D;)*, the polar cone of D i and that (R") + denotes {(a~,. . . ,  a,,)eN"/ai >~ 0 i = 1 . . .  n}. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let I be an ideal o f  A = k[Xi . . . . .  X,,]. Then 
(a) dim(D* n (R") +)=nfor i= l . . . r  
(b) (~")+ = U,(D* n (~")+) 
(e) For every i, j i  ~ j ,  D* n D~' is part of a proper face of D* and D*. .I 
(d) Given a term-ordering cr = ord(u), where u = (ut . . . . .  us), then the followh~g condi- 
tions are equivalent 
(i) cr~O(+, D,) 
(ii) ~ke  ~- luke(D* n (N") +)~ for every small ~ >0.  
(iii) M~(I) = mi and Gt is the reduced Gr6bner basis of I with respect to ~r. 
PROOF. 
(a) Follows from 2.1(b). 
(b) Every non zero vector u~(R")  + can be considered as the first vector of a 
representation f a term-ordering a. If M,( I )=  m r, then by 2.5(a), ~r~O(+, Di), 
hence u ~D/*. 
(c) It is sufficient o show that dim(D* n D*) < n. And indeed if dim(D~' n D*) =n,  
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(d) 
then by 2.1(c) D* c~ Dj* = C(O(+,Dt  u Dj)), while the latter has to be empty, 
since by 2.5 an ordering a in O( +,  D; u Di) would give rise to M,( I )  = m i = mj. 
The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from 2.t(d). The equivalence of (i) and (iii) 
follows from 2.5, [] 
DEFINITION 5. The set of polyhedral cones 
F+( I )  ,={D* n (~") + . . . . .  D* c~ (R") +} 
will be called the restr icted Gr6bner Fan of L 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A :=k[Xt, X2],f~ ,=Z~ - X, ,A :=X,  - Xt,  I '=( f~, f _o ) ,A '=X2 2 - X2. Let 
Cl '=  {(x, y) ~(~2) +: X ~.~y}, C2'={(X,y)~(n2)+: X ~y},  m 1 ,=(.X'l, .e~22), m2:=(X~, X2), 
D, ,= DIFF(a,). It is easy to verify that {C,, C2}, 
C~ = (D~)* ~ (R")+, and that D;, G,, rn; satisfy Theorem 2.7. 
3. Homogenization 
DEFINITION 1. Given E _ V we put D(E) ,={u - v/u, v~E};  let u = (u~ . . . . .  Us), uts VR, 
let cr..=ord(u) and let W.'= WQ(a) (see 1.7). A subset E of V is said to be u-homogeneous 
(or a -homogeneous  or W-homogeneous) if deg,(D(E)) = 0. We remark that E is IV- 
homogeneous iff D(E)  is orthogonal to IV. 
Of  course, while the concept of u-degree depends on u, the concept of  u-homogeneity 
depends only on W. In particular, different orderings may give rise to the same notion of  
homogeneity as the following easy examples show: 
EXAMPLE 1. Let u r 0; then ord(u) ~ ord( -  u), while W(u) = W( -  u). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let u ,= (re, 1, 1) vl ,=(1,0 ,  0) v2.'= (0, 1, 1) v,=(vl ,  v2); then ord(u) ~ ord(v), 
but W(u) = W(v). 
EXAMPLE 3. By 1.7(b) all the total orderings give rise to the same notion of  homogeneity,  
being V the associated vectorspace; besides, if a is a total ordering, E is a -homogeneous  
iff # (E) ~< 1, 
REMARK. I f  E _= V, then the set of vectors v s Va such that E is v-homogeneous,  is a real 
subvectorspace of Va of  type W |  R. Namely, if v ,= 5". 2~u,., ug eQ",  s . . . . .  2,, l inearly 
independent over Q, u,=(u l  . . . . .  u~), then v-homogeneous~:~u-homogeneous.  
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let  E ~ V, ul . . . .  , us, vt . . . .  , v ,~Va and put  Ut=(U 1 . . . . .  Us) , V ~-~- 
(Vl, 9  9  Vt), U ^ V a permutat ion o f  (u l . . . . .  us, ol . . . . .  vt), whose restriction to (v I . . . . .  v,) 
is the Mentity. I f  E is u-homogeneous, then 
ord(u A v)[ ~ = ord(v)[~. 
PROOF. Let ~,=ord(uAv)]~,~. '=ord(v) ]E;  then if wl, w2~E we have wl <~w2~O 
< ~ w2 - w t ~ 0 < l~ degu ^  v(w2 - w l) "**-0 < l~ degv(w2 - w j) ,,~ w t < ~ w2 since ui. (w2 - w l) 
= 0 for every i. [] 
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Let now i: R" , N"+~ be the map defined by i(a~ . . . . .  a , ) ,=(0 ,  al . . . .  , a,,). I f  
u = (ul . . . . .  u,) is an array of vectors of N", we denote by i(u) the array ( i (@ . . . . .  i(u,)). 
Similarly let h: N,, _____, ~,,+ ~ be the map defined by h(a~ . . . . .  a,,) :=(1, a l , . . . ,  a,i); as 
before, h(u) denotes (hu I . . . . .  /%,). Finally let ": ~"+~ , N" be the map defined by 
" (%,a l  . . . . .  a, ,) , - - -(al , . . .  ,a,) .  I f  u---(ul . . . . .  us) is an array of  vectors of  ~"+~, we 
denote by "(u) ,= ( "u~, . . . ,  "u.,.). 
LEMMA-DEFINITION 3.2. 
(a) Let  aeO(~") ,  ~r = ord(u). Then ord(i(u)) is independent o f  the representation o f  a 
and it will be denoted by i(o). 
(b) Let  ~eO(Y2 '+ '), ~ :=ord(u). Then ord("(u)) is independent o f  the representation o f  x 
and it will be denoted by '~(~). 
PROOF. 
(a) Let ~ = ord(u) = ord(v) and let ueR ''+ ~; then deg~(,) u = deg,"(u) = deg,~(u) = 
deg~v~u and the conclusion follows. 
(b) Similar to (a). [] 
REMARK. We observe that h(r cannot be defined in the same way, since if 
o -= ord(u)= ord(v), then ord(h(u)) and ord(/'(v)) may be different, as the following 
example shows. Let uj . .=( l ,0) ,  u~,=(0,1),  v~,=(1,0),  v2 ,=( -1 ,1 ) ,  u,=(ul,  u2), 
v ,=(vl ,  v,). Then ord(u)=ord(v ) ,  but ord(h(u))r  for instance ( - -2 ,  2, 3) is 
positive in the first and negative in the second one. 
Let now de R", A.'= hd= ( 1, d) e N" + J, ~ cO(7/"), W,= {u eN" + 1/A. u = 0}. 
DEFINITION 2. We denote by EXT(~r, A) the set {xeO(Z  "+ ')/~[w = i(o')[w} and we term 
it the set of the A-extensions of~r. In other words xEEXT(r zX) iff: for every u, vE~ "+ 
with dega u = deg a v, u < ~ v iff "u < ~ "v. 
DEFINITION 3. Let u e N" + t; then p(u) is the vector of N" defined by 
u = i(p(u)) +2A,  2eR 
I f  u is an array of vectors of ~" + ~ then we have the notion of p(u). 
PROPOSITION~DEFINITION 3.3. I f  9 = ord(u), then ord(p(u)) is independent o f  the repre- 
sentation of  T and it will be denoted by p(,).  
PROOF. Let us first prove the following 
CLAIM: If  ueW,={ueR"+l /2X ,  u =0} and veR "+l ,  then 
u . v = i(~u) . p(v) 
Namely  u = i("u) + 2Co, v =p(v)  + #A, Co,=(1, 0 . . . . .  0). Therefore u. v = u. P(v) = 
(i(Uu) + 2eo). p(v) = i("u) . p(v). 
Now let ~ = ord(u) = ord(v) and let we~" .  Then there exists z e W such that  w -~ i( ,z)  
whence deg/,(,)w =p(u) .  w =p(u) .  i("z) = u.  z by the claim, and degp(v)w =p(v) .  w --- 
p (v ) .  i("z) = v.  z by the claim. The conclusion follows. [] 
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[..EMMA 3.4. Let V be a su&,ectorspace of Q", U ~ V a subvectorspace of V. Let 
a cO(V) a = ord(u). Then 
(a) alu = oral(pry(u)) where pru(u) denotes the array of orthogonal projections of the 
vectors of u over U. 
(b) oral(pry(u)) does not depend on the representation of cr, hence it can be denoted by 
pru(cr), and (a) can be phrased by 
a[u = pry(Or). 
PROOF'. Easy from the definition, because if w~U then u. w --- (pry(u)) . w. U] 
PROPOSITtON 3.5. Let r~O(7# '+ i), creO(Z"). Then the following conditions are equivalent 
(1) "'r ~ EXT(cr, A) 
(2) p(~) = a 
PROOF. (1) ~(2)  After observing that for a vector u, p(u) =p(prw(u)), by 3.3 we have 
p(z) = p(prw(z)) and cr = p(i(a)) = p(prw(i(r by 3.4 we conclude that p(z) = p(z I w) and 
o-=p (i(o-)[w). Since ~ ~EXT(o, A) iff T[w = i(a)lw, it follows that p(z) = o. 
(2) ~(1)  p ( r )=a~i (p(v) )= i (a )=~( i (p (z ) ) [w=i (a) [w.  But it is clear that 
prw(i(p(z)) =prm(z), so by 3.4 (i(p(z))lw = Z[w and we are done. [] 
EXAMPLE. Let el~=(l,0), e2,=(0, 1), u,=(el, e2) , a:=ord(u), d,=(1, 1), A..=(1, 1, 1). 
Then %,=ord(A, i(el), i(e2)), z2,---ord(-A,/(el), i(e2)), za,=ord(i(et), -A ,  i(e2)), z4,= 
ord(i(el), i(e2), A + i(el)) are all examples of elements of EXT(a, A). 
Inside EXT(G A) there is a distinguished element, namely ord(A, i(a)), which we denote 
by Ha(~r). Hence we get a map, which is denoted by H a. 
COROLLARY 3.6. 
(a) I f  d~(N+), then Ira(Ha) _ O(+,  N"+I), the set of the term-orderings on -~"+ 1 
(b) The maps HA and p: 0(77" + 1)~ O(2U) are such that p "Ha = id. 
(c) I f  we denote by Ta,={z~Otot(~_"+l)/ul(z)=A}, then the restriction 
Ha: Otot(Z") , T a is a bijeetion, whose inverse is the restriction of p. 
of 
PROOF. (a) is clear; (b) and (c) are then consequences of Proposition 3.5. [] 
Let us now apply the concepts introduced in this paragraph to the theory of 
polynomial ideals. As usual, we denote by A the polynomial ring k[Xi . . . . .  X,,]; when we 
say that f~A is u-homogeneous (or a-homogeneous or W-homogeneous) we mean that 
Supp(f )  is u-homogeneous. Also, an ideal I of A is said to be u-homogeneous if for every 
f~ I , f=  s  with f. u-homogeneous and deguf-~ degufj for i r  then f~ l  for every i. 
For the sake of completeness we record the following easy facts 
PROPOSITION 3.7. 
(a) I is u-homogeneous *>I has a basis of u-homogeneous elements. 
(b) I is monomial ~x~ I is Q"-homogeneous. 
(c) I f  I is u-homogeneous then there exists v~Z" - {0} such that I is v-homogeneous. 
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(d) if I is u-homogeneous, a is a term-ordering and {ft . . . . .  f~} & the reduced G-basis of  
I with respect o a, then f. is u-homogeneous for every i. 
PROOF. The proofs are standard. Let us only remark that (b) ~ is a consequence of tile 
fact that i f fe l  and #(Supp( f ) )  > 1 then a condition of u-homogeneity o f f  yields a non 
empty set of linear constraints on u, whence the conclusion follows immediately. 
(c) is a consequence of the remark before Proposition 3.1. [] 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let u, v be two arrays of vectors in ~", o',=ord(v), z ,=ord(u, v). Then 
(a) I f  f cA is u-homogeneous, then M, ( f )  = M~(f).  
(b) I f  I is a u-homogeneous ideal, then M~(1) = M,(I). 
PROOF. 
(a) It is an easy consequence of 3.1. 
(b) Let f~L f  =fl +" ' " +f~. with fi u-homogeneous and deg, f l  <" 9 9 < deg, f~.. Then 
Mdf)  = M~(f,) = M~(f.,.) by (a), whence M~(1) ~ Mo(1). Conversely of course 
M~(f)  = ~. e~M~(f~) where ~i~{0, 1} for i = 1 . . . . .  s and f~L  But this means that 
M~(1) is generated by {M~(f)/fu-homogeneous}, hence Mo(1) ~ M~(I) by (a). [] 
Let now A,=k[Xt . . . . .  X,,], B,=k[Xo, X , . . . . .  X,,], d..=(d, . . . . .  d,)e(N+) ", A:= 
( 1, d) = hd. To every non zero feA  we associate /feB, where 
~'/" = Xo~~ V( x , /  Xo ", . . . . .  X. l  Xo".,) 
and we put h0 = 0. To every FeB, F A-homogeneous, we associate ~F,=f(1, X~ . . . . .  X,,). 
To every ideal I _  A we associate hi, the ideal generated by {hf/feI}. To every 
A-homogeneous ideal J ~ B we associate "J=={"f/feJ, f A-homogeneous}. Moreover if 
f=( f l , . . . , f t )  f .~A then we put hf,=(J~ . . . . .  J~). If I=( f )  then J'I ~ (hi-) and 
l = ,,hi =,,h(f). In general J'I = U,,((hf): X~)= (;'f): Xo u for N~ 09 
PROPOSITION 3,9. Let o~Otot(Z"), de(N+) '', A.'=/'d, "c eEXT(a, A), I an ideal of A, and 
let f :=(f l ,  9 9 9 ,f~) be such that I = (t). Then 
(a) Mdhg) = X~MZg) for every g cA. 
(b) MZ"F) = "(M,(F)) for every A-homogeneous FeB. 
(c) "(M~(hf)) = "(M~(hI)) = M~(I). 
(d) I f  G .'= {GI , . . . ,  G,} is a z-standard set of hi (resp. ofh(f)) and Gi is A-homogeneous 
for every i, then {~G~ . . . . .  "G,} is a cr-standard set of L 
PROOF. (see Lazard 1983; M611er & Mora, 1984)9 
(a) and (b) follow from the very definition of Ext(a, A). 
(c) Clearly ~'(Mdhf)) _~ "(M~(hl)). Moreover Mdhg) = X~oM~(g) for every g by (a), 
whence "(MT(hI)) c M~(I). On the other hand, i f fe I ,  then X~ J~fet,(f) for some r 
and, by (b), M,( t f )=  X'~M,(f), hence M~(f )= "(MdX~o +'' hf))e"(Mdhf)). 
(d) We have 
M~(I) = "(M,(hl)) 
= " (M, (G I ) ,   9  M,(G,)) 
= ("M,(G,) . . . . .  "M~(Gt)) 
by (c) 
with Gi A-homogeneous by assumption 
by standard properties of affinisation 
= (M~,(~G,) . . . .  , Mo("Gt)) by (b). [] 
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REMARK. If  rCEXT(a ,A)  then there exists an ideal I such that "(M~(hI))vaM~(/). 
Namely  there exist M, N~ T,~ with dega(Xi~M) = dega(N), X~M >~ N, M <~N. Then let 
/ ,=( f )  where f ,=M-N;  we get hI=(~' f )=(X~oM-N) ;  M~(~q)=(X~oM)hence 
"(M~(hI)) = (M), while M~(I) = (N). 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let de(M+)  ", A,=hd, o'~Otot(Z") with ul(cr) = d, zEEXT(a ,  A)~ / an 
ideal of A. Then 
(a) I f  G '={gl . . . . .  g,} is a Gr6bner basis of I with respect o a, then J'G = {hgl . . . .  , hg,} 
is a z-standard set of J'L 
If, moreover, z is a term-ordering (e.g. z = Ha(a)), then 
(b) I f  G := {G 1 . . . . .  @} is the A-homogeneous reduced Gr6bner basis of hi with respect 
to r, then ~G is the reduced Gr6bner basis of I with respect o a. 
(c) / f  G := {gl . . . .  , g,} is the reduced Gr6bner basis of I with respect to rr, then 
I'G = {ag I . . . . .  l'gt} is the A-homogeneous reduced Gr6bner basis of hi with respect 
to ~. 
PROOF. The assumption that u~(a) = d implies that M~(l'g) = M~(g) for every gsA.  
(a) It is clearly sufficient to show that, if F~hI, F=~f,  then M~(F) 
(M~(t'gj) . . . . .  m~(hg,)), and indeed m~(~'f) = m, ( f )  = M.  m,(g~) = M.  M,(J'f.) 
for some i. 
(b) By 3.9 (d) we get that "G is a standard set, hence, in this case, a Gr6bner  basis of  
I with respect to a. I f  we assume that {M~("G1) . . . . .  M~("Gt)} is not a minimal 
basis of M~(I), then there exist i,j, iv a j, such that M~("G~)= NM~(~Gi); hence 
M~(G~)=NM~(GI), a contradiction. I f  MeSupp("G~)c~ M~(I), then ,Y~Me 
Supp(Gi) n M~(h/); therefore X~o M = M~(G~), hence r= 0 and M = M~("Gi). 
(c) hG is a standard set of hi with respect to z by (a), but z is a term-ordering, 
hence it is a Gr6bner  basis. I f  M~(hg~) = NM~(J'gj), i C j, then M~(g~) = NM~(gj), a 
contradiction. I f  MeSupp(~'g~)m M~(hI), then M=X[N,  with NeSupp(g,.) 
and M=X~M~(If)=X~oM~(.f) ,  with feL  Therefore r =s  and N=M~(f )e  
Supp(g;) c3 M~(I). Therefore N = M~(gi) = M~(hgi) and so M = N. [] 
EXAMPLE 1. I-'= (gl, g2), gl '------ X~ -- X'~, g2'= X23 -- g ] ,  a = ord(el, e2, e 3, e4), d,= 
(1, l, 1, 1), z ,= Ha(a). We have that {g~, g2} is a Gr6bner  basis o f  I with respect to a, 
while {~'g~, hg~} is not a GrSbner basis of 1,1 with respect o r. This happens since ut(a) v~ d. 
EXAMPLE 2. 1 .'= (gl, g2), gl '=  2"2 -- X1, g2 '= X2, rr .'= ord(e z, el), d ,= ( 1, 1), z := Ha(a). We 
have that hi = (hgt, J'g2), the reduced Gr6bner basis o f /w i th  respect o a is {gj, X'~}, while 
the reduced Gr6bner  basis of t'I with respect to z is {hg~, hg2,,~ V 2,'r2V" X4}. Again this 
happens since u~(rr) r d. 
4. The GrObner Fan 
Let now I be an ideal of A,B,=k[Xo, X1 . . . . .  X,,], d'.=(dl . . . . .  d,,)~(~l+) ~, 
A:= (1, d) = i'd and let hi be the homogenisation of I with respect o d. We consider the 
bijective map of 3.6 
Ha: Otot(Z,,) - > T~ = {~ EOtot( + ,  ~" + I)/ui(z) = A}. 
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Using 3.6 and 3.7, we get 
Mon+(hI)  = {ml, .  9  m~} 
and we get A-homogeneous reduced Gr6bner bases G~ . . . . .  G~ (see 3.7), sets Dr = D(G) 
and cones D* c~ (~" + ~) +. We recall that p: L~" +~ > R" is the projection along h. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Mon(I)  is finite. 
PROOF: If m is in Mon(I),  then m = ~ for some i (see 3.9(c)). This implies that Mort(I) 
is finite too, by 2.6. [] 
LEMMA 4.2. 
(a) p(D*) = (~Di)* 
(b) I f  D* is defined by the system 
(~ ~ av~. + ai.Fo >~ O 
J 
then p(D*) is defined by the system 
i=1  . . . . .  N 
(oo) ZaoXj>~O i=1  . . . . .  N. 
J 
PROOF. 
(a) Put D:=D~; it is then sufficient to show that 
v eD* ,~p(v) e ft'D)*. 
And indeed we write v = 2A + i(p(v)). Since D is A-homogeneous, we get vsD* 
i( p(v) e D* .~ p(v) ~ ("D) *. 
(b) Follows from (a). [] 
THEOREM 4.3. Let I be an ideal of A =k[X~ . . . . .  X,], dE(N+) ". With the preceding 
notations we have 
(a) dim(p(D*)) =n for i = l . . . r 
(b) R"= 0,(p(D*)) = [J,(~D)* 
(c) For every i,j i v~ fi p(D*) n p(D*) is part of a proper face of p(D*) and p(DT). 
(d) Given an ordering a = ord(u), where u = (ul . . . . .  us), consider the following condi- 
tions 
(i) aeO(+,  "(D)) 
(ii) ~k ek- 'Uk G(p(D*)) ~ for every small s > 0 
(iii) M~(I)="(m~) and "Gi is a standard set of I with respect o a. 
Then (i) .*~ (ii) ~(ii i). 
PROOF. 
(a) dim(D*) = n + 1 by 2.7(a), hence dim(p(D*)) = n 
(b) From 4.2 we get the second equality. Let ueR" u r  Then u = u~(o-) for some 
aeO(7/"). Let ~:=Ha(v);  being ~ a term-ordering, M~(h I )=mj .  By 2.5 
= (& i(a)) ~O(+,  Dr) and since D r is A-homogeneous, we get i(a) ~O(+,  D~), 
hence i(u)eD*, hence us('~D) *. 
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(c) As in 2.7(c) it is sufficient o show that dim(p(D*) ca p(D*)) < n. And indeed, 
being D; and D: A-homogeneous, the cones D* have the 1-dimensional space 
L generated by A in their vertex. Now p(D*):~p(DT)=p(D* ~ D*) and 
dim(D]' c~D*)<~n by 2.7; being D* taD* ~ L, one gets dim(p(D*)c~ 
p(O*)) < n. 
(d) (i)-e~(ii) foIlows from 2.1(d) and Lemma 4.2. 
(i) ~* (iii) If o-cO( +,  "(Di)) then 9 ,= Ha(e) EO( +, Di) hence M,(hI) = mi. There- 
fore M~(I) = "(M~(hI)) by 3.9(c). We also get that oG~ is a standard set of I by 
3.9(d). [] 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let I be an ideal, d~(N+), A,=hd, a is a term-ordering such that 
ul(a) ~d,  rn,:M~(I);z,----Ha(e), m,=M~(hI). Let G be the reduced Grdbner basis of I 
with respect to ~r; let G be the reduced Gr6bner basts of hi with respect to "c and let 
DIFF(G), DIFF(G) be defined as before. Then 
(a) G = ~'G hence m = "m. 
(b) DIFF(G) = "( DIFF (G)) 
(c) DIFF (G))* - ("(DIFF(G))* =p((DIFF(G)*). 
PROOF. 
(a) From 3.10(b) 
(b) From (a) 
(c) From (b) and 4.2, [] 
DEFINITION 3. The set of polyhedral cones 
FCI) ..= {D~ . . . . .  D*}  
of Theorem 2.7 will be called the (extended) Gr6bner Fan of L 
COROLLARY 4.5. The sets F(I), G(I):= UD,,F(:)D*, Ui= t .... 0 (+,  D~) can be obtained 
by any homogenisation f I with respect o de(N)". Namely the cones ofF( I )  are those 
p(D:*)(=("Di)*) of Theorem 4.3, which intersect he interior of(f4") + 
PROOF. It is a consequence of 4.4. 
The following example shows instead that outside G(I) the p(D*)'s coming from 
Theorem 4.3 depend on d. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let A,f~,f2, Lf3 be as in Example 1, and let B,=k[Xo, -t~ 1, ~"2]' Let d..=(1, 1) 
so that /~ = X~-- XoX~,hf2= f2, hI-:he- , s~, I,r hrj3 = X~- -  XoX2 . Let 
c~:={(t,x,y)~3:x~y>_.t}, c2,={(t,x,y)~3:y~x~t}, 
C3,={(t ,x ,y)eN3:x>~y,t )y},  C~..={(t,x,y)eN3:y>~x,t>~x}; 
m, ,: (x,, X~), m~,= (x~, x~), m3,= (X,, .to, x~), m4,: (x0, x,, x~); 
c , ,={-% %}, ~2,--{y,, %), 
G:={-(%),  -(%)}, G ,={- (g ) ,  %}; D~,=DIFF(G,). 
It is easy to verify that Q = D*, F(:'I) = (C1, C~, Cs, C4} and that D~, G~, m; satisfy 
Theorem 4.3. By affinisation we get a partition of ~2 into polyhedral cones 
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{C~, C2, C3, C4}, where Cj,=p(D;)* for for all 
aeO(+,  p(D;)); we remark however that m 
C4 
all i, and m~,="ml=M~(I) 
= m4: 
y 
Let now d,=(2,1) so that /~=Z~-X~Z, ,  %=XoZ2- .Y , ,  %=X~-XoX2,  
r 
hi = (~f~_,/f3); let also f4,= X~X2 - X,, fs,= X] - X,, so that % = X,.Y2 - XoXI and/~5 =fs. 
Let 
C) ,={( t ,x ,y )eR3:x>~t+y,y>/ t} ,  C2 ,={( t ,x ,y )eR3: t+y>-x ,x>~2t} ,  
C3,= {(t, x, y) eR3: x >~ 2y, t >l y}, C4,= {(t, x, y)eR3: t >~ y, 2y >~ x}, 
Cs,--{t,x,y)eR3: y >~ t, 2t >~x}; 
m~ ,=(z,, xb, m~,=(z~, z0z2, x, x2, x~), 
m3..=(x,, XoX2), m,,=(XoX. XoX2, x~), ms,=(x~x,, XoX~, x~x~, xb; 
G, ,= {-('72), ~f3}, G2,={t~f,,'~,hA,/~fs}, G3,={--(/~fs),hf3}, 
G4,={-(%), % %}, cs,={-(Y'), % % %}, 
Di ,= DIFF(G,.). 
As above, C~ = D*, F(I) = {C~, C2, C3, C4, Cs} and Dg, G~, m; satisfy Theorem 4.3. By 
affinisation we get a partition of R2 into polyhedral cones {Cj, Cz, C3, C4, C5}, where 
Ci ,=p(D;)* for all i, and mi ,= "m~ = M~(I) for all a e O( +, p(Dl)); we remark again that 
ma = In4  : ms: 
C5 c 
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The example shows that outside G(I) the partition depends on d; we remark also that 
the same monomial ideal can be obtained as M~(I), even if L(a) belongs to different 
cones. Actually Nz can be covered by three regions C~, C2, C3, such that for 
L(~)~C,,  m~(I)  = m;, where m,:= ()F t, X2Z), m2,= (X ~, X2), re.a,= (K1, X2): 
C3 
5. The Gr6bner Region 
The main computational property of a term-ordering a is that, given an ideal I and a 
standard set G of I with respect o a, Buchberger reduction with respect o G terminates 
when applied to any polynomial f ,  and it returns a canonical representative for its class 
f in  A/L  However, 2.4(d), implies that, once an ideal I is fixed, the same property is 
shared by a larger set of orderings. So it is natural to pose the following: 
DEFINITION 1. An ordering a is called an almost term-ordering with respect o I if there 
exists a standard set {g~ . . . . .  gr} of I with respect o a such that --A--+* is noetherian, 
where ^ ,=(gt, . . . ,g~;M~(g~) . . . .  ,M~(g,)}. We will denote by ATO(I) the set of 
almost term-orderings with respect o L 
LEMMA 5. I. Let C be an n-dimensional polyhedral cone. Then : 
dim(C* n (R") +) <n~C n (~") -  ~a {0} 
where (~" ) - : -  {(al . . . . .  a, , )~" /at  <~ 0 i = 1 . . . . .  n}. 
PROOF. =u Since C* n (R") + = (C w (N")+)*, the cone generated by C u (~' )+ has a 
vertex with positive dimension. So there are v~, . . . ,  vreC, wt , . . . ,  wss(R")  - and non 
negative real numbers l~ . . . . .  ,~r, #1, 9 9 9 #s such that E l~v~ = Z #jwj r O. 
,:=Let weC ~ (~") - ,  w 50 ,  and let veC*  c~ (1~") +. Then v. w I>0, since veC and 
weC*;  however v.w<<.O, since ve(R") + and we(N") - .  So C*~(R" )+c  
{v: v. w = 0} has dimension less than n. [] 
LEMMA 5.2. Let ~r be an ordering such that L(a) cUn,~v(nD* and let G be a standard set 
o f  I with respect o a. Then there are gl . . . . .  g~ ~G, not necessarily distinct, nj~Supp(g]) for 
j = 1 . . .  s, and t~TA -- {1) such that, denoting m~,=M~(gi), then nl . . .  ns = t rn l . . ,  rn,. 
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PROOF. Let E := {log(M,(g)) - log(n):  n ~Supp(g), g e G} and let C be the cone generated 
by E. If dirn(C* c~ (N") +) = n, then there is w~C*,  which is also in the interior of  (R") +. 
This implies that there exists a term-ordering ~, such that w = u~(v) is in C*; therefore 
L(cr) ~ UD*~F(;)D*, a contradiction. Since dim(C* c~ (N") +) < n, there are e~ . . . . .  G. eE,  
not necessarily distinct, such that 0 # ~_.j= ~ ... .  e:e C c~ (~") - .  Let w,= -~.= 1... ~. e~ 
(N") + and t ,=log-~(w).  Since, for j=  1 . . .  s, there is g ieG, nj~Supp(g:) such that 
e/= log(M~(g:)) -log(nj.), the conclusion follows. [3 
LEMMA 5.3. Let G be a finite set o f  polynomials, and for  each g~G let M(g)~Supp(g)  be 
such that i f  we write E ,= {log(M(g)) - log(n): n e Supp(g), g ~ G }, then O( +, E) v~ 0 .  Let 
moreover gl . . . . .  gs be elements, not necessarily distinct, of  G; n; ~Supp(gj) for  j = 1 . . .  s; 
and tsT , , -{1}  be such that, i f  we write m;,=M(g;),  then n l . . .G  = tml . . ,  m~. Then 
i f  A ,=(g~ . . . . .  g.,.; rn~ . . . . .  ms), the relation - -  A ~*  is not noetherian. 
PROOF. For each rE N and each k, 0 <~ k < s, let tr,+ k '= trn~ ' 9 9 nkmk + ~  9  m~. It is clear 
that for each asO(+,  E), t~ > t;+~ in a, for each i. Let then h be a polynomial such 
that Supp(h) c~ {tfi i~N} 4= O and let j ,=max{i:  h~Supp(h)} , j ,=rs  +k ,  with 0 ~< k <s,  
reN.  Let r (h ) ' .=h- -c (h , t / ) (c (gk+~,mk+O)- I t i /mk+lgk+l  9 It is easy to see that 
(/+ i eSupp(r(h)), so that r(h) v a 0 and j ' ,=max{i: tiESupp(r(h))} > j .  Let then h0,= to and, 
for i >,>. I, hi,=r(hi_ 1). Then for each i, we have hi - - ,x  ~ h;+ ,. [] 
We are able now to characterise ATO(I) in terms of F(I); let therefore 
{mr . . . . .  na~},=Mon+(I),G be the reduced Gr6bner basis of I with respect to any 
cr eTO(L nat), D, = DIFF(G;). 
THEOREM 5.4. ATO(I) = ~;= ~ ... .  O( +,  Di). 
PROOF. ATO(I) _~ ~i= t . . . .  0 (+,  D;) follows from 2.5(a) and (c). If aCQ)i=~ . . . .  
O( +, D;) then there is z such that M,( I )  = Mr(I)  and L(z) CUo*eFm D* (cf. 4.3(d)). To 
prove that ATO(I) _= U;= ~ .... . O( +, D;) it is then clearly sufficient o prove that if cr is 
such that L(cr)r D*, then aCATO(I). 
Let then a be such that L(a)r  and let G be a standard set of I with respect 
to a; then Lemma 5.2 implies that G satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 5.3, which in 
turn implies ~rCATO(I). [] 
DEFINITION 2. G(I) ;= UD*,F(;)D* will be called the Gr6bner region of L 
COROLLARY 5.5. 
(a)  ATO( I )  = {a  = ord(u) ,  u = (Ul . . . .  , us), 
small e > 0.}. 
(b) C(ATO(I)) = G(I). 
veO(X , ) /Esk - tuke(G( I ) )  ~ for every 
PROOF. It follows from 2.1. and 5.4. [] 
The following examples how that G(I) can be bigger than (R")+. 
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EXAMPLE }. Let f=  y2 _ XY - X'4; 1 = ( f ) .  Then G(I) is the shaded part of the picture. 
_ . .  s / ;-7" ,:!, 
/ /,I 
:~ / / - I 
EXAMPLE 2. Let f=  . .Y-X2Y; I = ( f ) .  Then G(I) is the shaded part of the picture. 
\ ,  _ [ 
",1 
We note that I is (1, --1)-homogeneous. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let I be an ideal and let W( I ) ,={u~"/ I  is u-homogeneous}. Then 
(a) W(I) is an ~-subvectorspace of R" of type WQ | ~. 
(b) Given d~(~+) " and with the notations of Theorem 4.3, W(I) is contained in every 
p(D*). 
PROOF. 
(a) This is an easy exercise. 
(b) Let 0 # u ~ W(I), L(u) the line generated by u. If Gi is a reduced Gr6bner basis of 
i1/, then Gi is i(u).homogeneous since ~'I is such. Then D,- is i(u)-homogeneous, 
whence ~Dj is u-homogeneous. Therefore ("D,.)* = p(D*) ~_ L(u). [] 
We also remark that W(I) is in the vertex of each D*, so that the orthogonal projection 
of each D* onto the orthogonal complement of W(I) is sufficient o reconstruct D*. 
COROLLARY 5.7. Let de(N+)  " and assume that I be d-homogeneous. Then G(I) = •". 
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PROOF. From 4.3 we know that N" = ~ip(D*); now every p(D*) ~_ L(d) by 5.6, hence 
every p(D*) intersects (R")+, hence it is contained in G(I) by 4.5. Another direct proof 
can be given by using 3.8. [] 
While Example 2 shows that 5.7 cannot be extended to any d, the next example shows 
that G(I) = N" can happen even if I is not d-homogeneous. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let A ,= k[Xb l(,, ._ 4 3 3 2 2 X3], f . -X~X 3 + XIX2 + X "4 + 351X2X 3,I ,=( f ) .  For I to 
be (dl, d2, d3)-homogeneous, one should have 4dl + ~ = 3all + 3d2 = 4d2 + 2dl + 2d2 + ~, 
while this system has only the trivial solution. However if u1(a ) =(1, 0, 1) then 
M,(f)=X~{X~; if u~(a)=(1, 1,1) then M~(f)  3 3. =XIX2, if ui(a) =(0, 1, 1) then 
M~(f)  354; if u,(a) (0, 1,3) then M~(f)  2 2 = = =X~X X3. So the set of orderings is 
partitioned in four sets, in each of which a term ordering is contained, such that M,,(I) 
is constant when a varies in each set. 
6. An Algorithm 
We conclude by presenting an algorithm that, given a basis F = {ft , . .  9 ,f~} of  an ideal 
/, returns all the reduced Gr6bner bases and the Gr6bner region of L 
In an initialization phase, the algorithm gives a partition of (N') + into cones, in each 
of which the maximal terms of the elements of the input basis are constant. 
The algorithm then works essentially by running several Buchberger's algorithms in 
parallel, one for each cone in the partition: every time that in one of the parallel 
computations, a new element f i s  added to the basis, a finer partition of the cone is done, 
in such a way that the maximal term of f is constant in each sub-cone. 
So, the algorithm produces a partition of (N") + into distinct cones, and, for each cone, 
a basis G which is a (not necessarily reduced) Gr6bner basis for all the term-orderings 
"inside" the cone. Then, a final step is performed in which these bases are reduced and 
the corresponding cone is computed. 
More precisely, the algorithm returns a set Loutput := {(G i, M t, E~, Wi)/i = 1 . . .  s} where 
G;=:{git . . . . .  g,~c;)} is a finite set of polynomials, M~=:{mlt . . . . .  mitre} is a finite set 
of terms with m~j sSupp(gu), E i = {log(mu) -- log(n)/n ESupp(g~j),j = 1 . . .  r(i)}, W~ = 
{(gtj, mii)/j = 1 . . .  r(i)}. (Gi, M~, El, udi) is such that for all the orderings a in O(+,  El), 
G; is a standard set of I with respect o a, rnij = M,,(g~j) for all j, and (M~) = M,,(I). 
Moreover, for all the term-orderings a in O(+,  E~), G~ is a reduced GrSbner basis of 1 
with respect o a, F(1) = {E*/i = 1 . . .  s} and G(I) = UI= J ..... E*. 
To prove the correctness of the algorithm, one has to remark, that at each step the 
union of the cones contains (1~") +, so that at the end of the second part of the algorithm, 
not necessarily reduced Gr6bner bases have been obtained for all term-orderings. 
Moreover, to get the Gr6bner egion of an ideal, one has to list the elements of Mon+(I) ,  
and for each of them to produce the corresponding reduced Gr6bner basis and the 
corresponding polyhedral cone. It is easy to verify that this is done by the final part of 
the algorithm. 
We remark that the usual improvements o the Buchberger algorithm can be applied 
also to this generalisation. We remark also that, given a finite set of polynomials G, it is 
possible to decide if TO(+,  DIFF(G))= O by linear programming techniques, In the 
course of the algorithm q? denotes a finite subset of A x TA; when it is convenient, he 
unique m such that (g, m)eW will be denoted q~(g). By a slight abuse of notations, we will 
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write red(G, M), where G and M are sets (and not arrays) of polynomials and terms, 
respectively. 
ALGORITHM 
[INITIALISATION] 
L,=(O, O, O, O, O) 
L~ 
For i= l . . . rdo  
Lold :---- L,lew 
For (G, M, E, tp, B) ffLol d do 
For m e Supp(f/) do 
C',=G v {f,} 
M': - - -Mw {m} 
E' ,= E w {log(m) - log(n)/n sSupp(f.) - {m}} 
w' :=",' u {(f, m)} 
B' ,=B w {{g, f} /geG} 
If TO(+,  E') ~ I~ then 
L 1= (G', M', E', tp,, B') 
Loow,=L~ ~ {L} 
[COMPUTATION OF THE GROBNER BASES] 
Lwork := Lnew 
tpartial := ]~i 
While Lwo~Z ~a 0 do 
Choose (G, M, E, qu B)eLwork 
Lwork,=Lwork -- {(G, M, E, t[, B)} 
Choose {f, g}eB 
B,=B - {{/, g}} 
T,= lcm(q'(f), T(g)) 
h ,= c(g, q ' (g ) )T /q2( f ) f -  c(f, q~(J'))T/W(g)g 
While there is teSupp(h), geG such that T(g) divides t do 
h ,= h -- c(h, t)(c(g, W(g))) -~t/tY(g)g 
If h = 0 then 
if B = O then 
Lp~,rtia,,= Lp.~ti., w {(G. M, E, qJ)} 
else 
Lwo.k,=Lwo~. {(G, M. E, ~, S)} 
else 
for m e Supp(h) do 
G".=G w {h} 
M' ,=M w {m} 
E' ,= E u {log(m) - log(n)/n eSuPp(h) ~ {m }} 
9 ",= 'e u {(h, m) } 
B' ,=B w {{g. h}/geG} 
If TO( +, E') r O then 
L ..= (G', M', E', qu. B') 
Lwo~,= Lwo~ ~ {L } 
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[COMPUTATION OF THE REDUCED GROBNER BASES AND 
GROBNER REGION] 
Loutput := 0 
Mon,=O 
While Lpartia I ~= ~1~ do  
Choose (G, M, E, tp)ffLpa~tia 1 
Lp,,~ti,.,= Lp,,,.t,,,,- {(G, M, E, W)} 
If (M) 6Mon then 
While there is geG, meM-  {T(g)}, teT~ such that T(g) = tm do 
G ,= ~ - {g} 
M,=M - {T(g)} 
v ,=~ - {(g, W(g))} 
For all g ~G do 
g'.= red(G - {g}, M - {W(g)}, g) 
g' ,= g'/c(g', W(g)) 
O:=O--{g} w{g'} 
V ,=W -- {(g, W(g)} u {(g', W(g)} 
E,= Ug~a {[og(W(g)) - log(n)/n ~Supp(g) - {W(g)}} 
Loutput,= Louwut u {(G, M, E, W)} 
Mon,= Mon w {(M) } 
OF THE 
d(u) 
Wdu) 
ord(u) 
o(v)  
O~o,(V) 
O( +, E) 
c(o (  +, g)) 
C* 
TA 
c(f, m) 
Supp(f) 
M~(f) 
M~(I) 
g--A--+ h 
0 
TO 
Mon(I) 
Mon+(I) 
O(L m) 
TO(/, m) 
F+(1) 
EXT(a, A) 
F(I) 
Nomenclature 
Rational dimension of u. 
Q-vectorspace generated by the "rational" components of u. 
The ordering associated with (u). 
The set of compatible orderings of linear type on V. 
The set of compatible total orderings on V. 
The set of orderings for which E is nonnegative. 
The cone of "half-lines" of O( +, E). 
The polar cone of C. 
The monoid of terms in A ,---k[X,..., X,]. 
The coefficient of m in the representation ff. 
{mlc(f, m) ~ 0}. 
The maximal monomial offw,r ,  to the total ordering a. 
The maximal monomial ideal of I w.r. to the total ordering a. 
g reduces to h with respect o A .'=(f~,... ,f,; mt . . . .  , m,). 
Reflexive-transitive closure of - -^- - , .  
0,o,(2~-) 
O,o,(+, ~~ 
{m/m = M,~(I), o~0},  
{m/m = M~(I), d~TO}, 
{a ~O/Mo(I) = m} 
{a sTO/M~(I) = m} 
Restricted Gr6bner Fan of L 
A-extensions of a. 
Gr6bner Fan of L 
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ATO(/) 
G(Z) 
Almost term-orderings with respect to I. 
Gr6bner region of I. 
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